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🔥MuellerEve🔥 
 
Mueller 8:30 am edt 
 
Flynn's former biz partner Bijan Kian guilty 
 
AFG asks why Trump claims US could wipe it 'off the face
of the Earth'  
 
Epstein’s Financial Trail Goes Through Deutsche Bank 
 
Mar-A-Largo member Gao Wengui Accused of Spying for
Beijing
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🔥MuellerEve2🔥 

 

Epstein used the bank’s private-wealth division to hold & manage assets connex to

him, clients or entities he was affiliated with for years #Vrablic 

 

Mueller’s COS will join him & will testify in the pm.  

 

Sanders WH Campaign Hit with Federal Labor Complaint

0:00

🔥MuellerEve3🔥 

 

Facebook warns flaw in Messenger Kids app let children chat with strangers 

 

9/11 First Responders Fund Clears Senate and Heads to Trump 

 

Expert Witness Claims North Carolina Voting Maps Intentionally Gerrymandered 

 

Senate confirms Mark Esper as defense secretary
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🔥MuellerEve4🔥 

 

Trump’s ‘Homeland Security’ has gutted programs aimed at stopping WMD

terrorism—experts are perplexed.  

 

The Trump adm canceled several important national security programs, which were

created after 9/11 to help protect Americans from weapons of mass destruction

🔥MuellerEve5🔥 

 

Widespread blackout hits Venezuela, government blames 'electromagnetic attack 

 

Bijian Kian has been found guilty of two charges related to pro-Turkish government

lobbying work the Flynn Intel Group did in 2016 just before the presidential election.

#FARAfuqqed

🔥MuellerEve6🔥 
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Facebook Settlement Requires Mark Zuckerberg to Certify Compliance 

 

As Deutsche Bank officials this year scrambled to extricate themselves from a ling

relationship with Epstein, they uncovered suspicious transactions in which Epstein

had moved money out of the US

🔥MuellerEve7🔥 

 

Epstein appeals bail denial decision in sex trafficking case 

 

Boris Johnson, who pledges to take Britain out of the EU on Oct. 31, will become PM

after winning Conservative Party leadership Tuesday 

 

Johnson pledges to take Britain out of the EU on Oct. 31.
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🔥MuellerEve8🔥 

 

Judge Says Spinoff Manafort Probes Still Active 

 

A NYT journo was warned scrutiny “could reveal the existence of LE proceedings that

are not officially acknowledged or publicly known.” 

 

The FOIA’d recs sought info abt +++ people connected to Trump’s 2016 campaign

0:00

🔥MuellerEve8🔥 

 

Both Gates & Flynn have had their sentencing postponed following their convictions. 

 

Facebook’s Libra currency spawns a wave of fakes, including on Facebook itself 

 

U.S. senators announce bipartisan proposal to lower drug prices

0:00

🔥MuellerEve9🔥 

 

New fed funded clinics emphasize abstinence, natural family planning 



Obria focuses on a “couple” as opposed to a woman as an individual & “the benefits of

commitment & marriage.” 

 

Trump proposes new rules that would cut food-assistance benefits from about 3M

0:00

🔥MuellerEve10🔥 

 

Barr & Trump Use a RU Disinfo Tactic 

 

They were able to define “collusion” to benefit themselves. #ReflexiveControl 

 

Don’t let them twist meanings again with their “spying” inv’n. 

 

FB to Settle SEC Claims of Inadequate Disclosures Over Privacy Practices $100+M

🔥MuellerEve11🔥 

 

The US gov’t is introducing a new fast-track deportation process that will bypass

immigration courts. 
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Under the new rules, migrants who cannot prove they have been in the US

continuously for more than two years can be immediately deported.😱

0:00

🔥MuellerEve12🔥 

 

4 Chinese Nat’ls &Chinese Company Indicted for Conspiracy to Defraud the US and

Evade Sanctions 

 

Police charged a driver after methamphetamine valued at more than $140Mwas

found in a van that crashed into police cars parked outside a Sydney police station

0:00

🔥MuellerEve13🔥 

 

Treasure Island: Leak Reveals How Mauritius Siphons Tax From Poor Nations To

Benefit Elites 

 

The tiny Indian Ocean island has become a destination for the rich and powerful to

avoid taxes with discretion and a financial powerhouse in its own right.
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🔥MuellerEve14🔥 

 

SK warplanes fire hundreds of warning shots, as China & RU flew nuclear-capable

bombers nearby in their first-ever joint air patrol 

 

Three Romanian citizens sentenced to federal prison for their roles in a multi-million

dollar computer hacking and fraud scheme

0:00

🔥MuellerEve15🔥 

 

State says not so fast on fake German heiress’ Netflix deal 

 

EPA’s watchdog scrutinizes ethics practices of former air policy chief 

 

Project Veritas sues for right to go undercover inside 2020 political campaigns
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Chinese Tycoon & Mar-A-Largo Member Holed Up in Manhattan Hotel Is Accused of

Spying for Beijing 

 

U.S. research firm in commercial dispute alleges exiled businessman Guo Wengui, a

frequent critic of China’s Communist Party, is a spy for Beijing 

Chinese Tycoon Holed Up in Manhattan Hotel Is Accused of Spying for…
Exiled businessman Guo Wengui, who launches social-media accusations of
corruption against China’s leadership and the Communist Party, is alleged to be a
spy for Beijing in a counterclaim filed by a …

https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-tycoon-holed-up-in-manhattan-hotel-is-accused-o…

💰Guo Wengui 💰 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Tony Blair linked to China's most wanted, Mar-a-Lago member 
Guo Wengui smh.com.au/world/tony-bla…
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262 1:58 PM - Apr 3, 2019
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Tony Blair linked to China's most wanted, Mar-a-Lago member…
Flamboyant Chinese tycoon Guo Wengui, on the run from Interpol, is
a friend of former British prime minister Tony Blair, it has been
smh.com.au

Jeffrey Epstein’s Financial Trail Goes Through Deutsche Bank 

 

Mr. Epstein used the bank’s private-wealth division to hold and manage assets

connected to him, clients or entities he was affiliated with for a number of years 

 

Jeffrey Epstein’s Financial Trail Goes Through Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank played a key role in Jeffrey Epstein’s financial dealings in recent
years, helping the accused sex-trafficker move millions of dollars in cash and
securities through dozens of private a…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/jeffrey-epsteins-financial-trail-goes-through-deutsche-ban…

Facebook Settlement Requires Mark Zuckerberg to Certify Compliance 

Facebook Settlement Requires Mark Zuckerberg to Certify Privacy Pro…
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg will have to personally certify that the company is
taking steps to protect consumer privacy under a settlement expected to be
announced with the Federal Trade Commission…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-settlement-requires-mark-zuckerberg-to-certify-…
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How Barr and Trump Use a Russian Disinformation Tactic 

They were able to define “collusion” to benefit themselves. #ReflexiveControl  

 

Don’t let them twist meanings again with their “spying” investigation. 

Opinion | How Barr and Trump Use a Russian Disinformation Tactic
They were able to define “collusion” to benefit themselves. Don’t let them twist
meanings again with their “spying” investigation.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/19/opinion/mueller-report-barr-trump-russian-disinfo…

Michael Flynn's former business partner Bijan Kian found guilty on lobbying charges 

Michael Flynn's former business partner Bijan Kian found guilty on lob…
Michael Flynn's former business partner Bijan Kian was found guilty Tuesday of
two charges related to pro-Turkish government lobbying work the Flynn Intel Group
did in 2016 just before the US preside…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/23/politics/bijan-kian-michael-flynn-verdict/index.html

Following a Series of Tweets, It Appears as Though John McAfee Is in U.S. Custody 

Following a Series of Tweets, It Appears as Though John McAfee May …
If his Twitter is to be believed, it would seem as though tech millionaire and
cryptocurrency diehard, John McAfee, has been taken into U.S. custody. This
happens days after he claimed the CIA attemp…

https://lawandcrime.com/crazy/following-a-series-of-tweets-it-appears-as-though-john-…
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What I’d Ask Mueller –

 

Home
The Official Website of Al Franken

http://AlFranken.com

What I'd Ask Mueller
1. Director Mueller. About two hours before your Report was released, Attorney
General Barr held a press conference where he claimed that the Report had
arrived at several conclusions. For example, t…

https://alfranken.com/read/what-id-ask-mueller

Project Veritas (RW) that has gone undercover to record officeholders, journalists, PP

and other groups is suing the OH EC over a piece of state election law that bars

individuals from surreptitiously joining & undermining a political campaign. 

Group sues for right to go undercover inside 2020 political campaigns
A conservative group that has gone undercover to record officeholders, journalists,
Planned Parenthood and other groups is suing the Ohio Elections Commission
over a piece of state election law that …

https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190722/group-sues-for-right-to-go-undercover-insid…
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🏵Director Wray🏵 

 

MSNBC
@MSNBC

Director Wray says FBI made about 100 domestic terrorism 
arrests this year, and a “majority of domestic terrorism cases that 
we have investigated are motivated by some version of what you 
might call white supremacist violence.”

2,556 3:37 PM - Jul 23, 2019

1,777 people are talking about this

Jury to decide if Michael Flynn’s business partner lobbied illegally for Turkey 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/jury-to-decide-if-michael-flynns-bu…

Sanders White House Campaign Hit with Federal Labor Complaint 

Sanders White House Campaign Hit with Federal Labor Complaint
Sen. Bernie Sanders’ (I-Vt.) 2020 presidential campaign has been hit with an unfair
labor practice complaint alleging illegal employee interrogation and retaliation
against staffers.

https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/sanders-white-house-campaign-hit-…

As Deutsche Bank officials this year scrambled to extricate themselves from a

yearslong relationship with Jeffrey Epstein, they uncovered suspicious transactions

in which Mr. Epstein had moved money out of the United States. 
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Jeffrey Epstein Moved Money Overseas in Transactions His Bank Flag…
Employees at Deutsche Bank reported potentially illicit transactions to a federal
regulator. Mr. Epstein, who is charged with sex trafficking, had dozens of accounts
at the bank.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/23/business/jeffrey-epstein-deutsche-bank.html

SUMMARY OF MAJOR U.S. EXPORT ENFORCEMENT, ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE,

AND SANCTIONS-RELATED CRIMINAL CASES 

(January 2016 to the present: updated January 2019) 

https://www.justice.gov/nsd/page/file/1044446/download

#CambridgeAnalytica  

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Mogilevich Firtash (Manafort) Tchenguiz Nix Mercer
Bannon Flynn TrumpCampaign  

 
HOW CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA IS A L  NEXUS POINT  
 
INTO THE BREXIT/2016ELEX RUSSIA CONSPIRACY 
PROBES

254 7:57 PM - Jul 23, 2019
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U.S. senators announce bipartisan proposal to lower drug prices 
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Senators announce bipartisan proposal to lower drug prices
The top Republican and Democrat on the U.S. Senate Finance Committee
announced a proposal to lower prescription drug prices on Tuesday that could save
$100 billion in costs to government healthcare p…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-drugpricing-idUSKCN1UI1WS

‼ UpDate‼  

 

List of Corrupt World Leaders 

Erica Severns
@erica_severns

Replying to @karolcummins

@RubyWorms here we go again.

9 4:25 PM - Jul 23, 2019

See Erica Severns's other Tweets

Afghanistan asks for explanation after Trump claims US could wipe it 'off the face of

the Earth' 

Afghanistan asks for explanation after Trump claims US could wipe it '…
Afghanistan has demanded the United States clarify remarks made by President
Donald Trump, who said the country "would be wiped off the face of the Earth" if he
wanted to win the war in Afghanistan
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wanted to win the war in Afghanistan.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/23/politics/afghanistan-pushback-trump-comments/index…

🏵Madoff Clemency?🏵 

Pete Brush
@PeteBrush

Interesting  twitter.com/BillDedman/sta…

Bill Dedman @BillDedman
A clemency application for federal prisoner No. 61727-054, Bernard L. 
Bernie Madoff, is "pending" in the database of Office of the Pardon 
Attorney, Department of Justice. He seeks commutation of sentence 
(time served). DOJ doesn't give date of application. 
justice.gov/pardon/search-…

11 7:57 PM - Jul 23, 2019

See Pete Brush's other Tweets

Trump filed a lawsuit against the House Ways and Means Committee, the New York

state's attorney general and tax chief to block the disclosure of years of his tax

returns. 
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Trump sues House Ways and Means panel to block disclosure of his ta…
President Trump filed a lawsuit against the House Ways and Means Committee as
well as New York state's attorney general and its tax chief to block the disclosure of
years of his tax returns.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/23/trump-sues-house-ways-and-means-panel-to-block-…

‼ The Truth about Divisive JusticeDems 

#Controlledopposition 

David D’Ag - Bezos pays more than Sanders
@jackjonesbabe

AOC is Cenk Uygur’s mouthpiece in congress. Any person 
elected under the banner of this Republican-adjacent asshole is 
suspect. He is JusticeDems and they are him.  He’s still running 
the pac behind the scenes. 1/ wsj.com/articles/democ…

357 2:45 AM - Jul 23, 2019

195 people are talking about this

Opinion | Democrats Should Unify Behind AOC, Not Pelosi
Voters want impeachment and a progressive policy agenda. House
leaders have another idea.
wsj.com

By Cenk Uygur. 

Opinion | Democrats Should Unify Behind AOC, Not Pelosi
Voters want impeachment and a progressive policy agenda. House leaders have
another idea.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/democrats-should-unify-behind-aoc-not-pelosi-115637389…
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🏵Must Read Thread🏵 

Russia Revealed
@NoelMGreene

*** THREAD *** 
 
Transnational Organized Crime: What Trump and 2019 are really 
all about. 
 
1/

332 2:22 AM - Jul 23, 2019

227 people are talking about this

After an investigation of more than two years, Israel’s attorney general, Avichai

Mandelblit, announced Thursday that he planned to indict Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu on charges of bribery, fraud and breach of trust. 

The Cases Against Netanyahu and a Decision to Indict
Documents released by the Israeli Justice Ministry shed light on why prosecutors
decided to go forward with some cases, but not others.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/28/world/middleeast/benjamin-netanyahu-indictment…

Did I just wake up in the 1950s?  

 

New federally funded clinics emphasize abstinence, natural family planning 

Obria focuses on a “couple” — as opposed to a woman as an individual — and “the

benefits of commitment and marriage.” 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2019/07/22/new-federally-funded-clinics-califo…

Treasure Island: Leak Reveals How Mauritius Siphons Tax From Poor Nations To

Benefit Elites 

 

The tiny Indian Ocean island has become a destination for the rich and powerful to

avoid taxes with discretion and a financial powerhouse in its own right. 
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Mauritius Leaks exposes tiny tax haven's role in vast offshore system …
Based on 200,000 files, this new ICIJ investigation uncovers a sophisticated
system that diverts tax revenue from poor nations back to the wealthy elite.

https://www.icij.org/investigations/mauritius-leaks/treasure-island-leak-reveals-how-ma…

Top Democrat Balks at DOJ Letter Restricting Mueller Testimony 

 

Nadler said that Mueller is no longer a DOJ employee and a letter restricting his

testimony “asks things that are beyond the power of the agency to ask even if he still

worked for them.” 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-22/mueller-testimony-should-

stick-to-public-report-doj-tells-him

South Korean warplanes fire hundreds of warning shots, as China and Russia flew

nuclear-capable bombers nearby in their first-ever joint air patrol 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-23/warning-shots-from-south-

korea-as-russia-china-launch-patrol

The totoaba fish’s swim bladders are called the “cocaine of the sea” for the money

they fetch on the Chinese black market. A new NatGeo documentary explores the

battle over them. 

H/T @ninaandtito 

The Ugly War Over the ‘Cocaine of the Sea’
The totoaba fish’s swim bladders are called the “cocaine of the sea” for the money
they fetch on the Chinese black market. A new NatGeo documentary explores the
battle over them.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-ugly-war-over-the-cocaine-of-the-sea

Judge Says Spinoff Manafort Probes Still Active 

 

A NYT journo was warned that journalistic scrutiny “could reveal the existence of law

enforcement proceedings that are not officially acknowledged or publicly known.” 
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Judge Says Spinoff Manafort Probes Still Active
New York Times reporter Ken Vogel has been exploring reporting over Ukraine-
related lobbying from many dimensions, but a federal judge forestalled one of the
avenues of his research on Monday, warnin…

https://www.courthousenews.com/ruling-against-ny-times-judge-says-spinoff-manafort-…

30 government officials: We don't know why Trump is shutting down national

security programs 

 

The Trump adm canceled several important national security programs, which were

created after 9/11 to help protect Americans from weapons of mass destruction. 

30 government officials: We don't know why Trump is shutting down n…
The Trump administration quietly canceled several important national security
programs, which were created after 9/11 to help protect Americans from weapons
of mass destruction. More than 30 current…

https://www.sourcepolitics.com/30-homeland-employees-we-dont-know-why-tr/

Facebook warns flaw in Messenger Kids app let children chat with strangers 

 

Messenger Kids, launched in 2017, enables children between 6 and 12 years old to

chat with family members and a list of friends pre-approved by their parents. 

Facebook warns flaw in Messenger Kids app let children chat with stra…
A "technical error" in the app meant it was possible for a child to enter a group chat
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A technical error  in the app meant it was possible for a child to enter a group chat
with friends-of-friends who hadn't been approved by their parents.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/23/facebooks-messenger-kids-app-flaw-let-users-chat-…

Inside the preparations for Mueller’s history-making testimony 

The former special counsel has relied on Jonathan Yarowsky, a veteran Beltway

attorney who's advised a president on impeachment and sparred with Bill Barr over

independent prosecutors. 

Inside the preparations for Mueller’s history-making testimony
The former special counsel has relied on Jonathan Yarowsky, a veteran Beltway
attorney who's advised a president on impeachment and sparred with Bill Barr over
independent prosecutors.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/22/robert-mueller-testimony-1424333

Boris Johnson, who pledges to take Britain out of the EU on Oct. 31, will become

prime minister after winning Conservative Party leadership Tuesday 

Boris Johnson to Become U.K. Prime Minister After Party Election Win
Boris Johnson won the race to lead the ruling Conservative Party and become
Britain’s next prime minister, repeating a pledge to pull Britain out of the EU by Oct.
31—but the challenge he faces becam…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/boris-johnson-to-become-u-k-prime-minister-after-winning…

The US government is introducing a new fast-track deportation process that will

bypass immigration courts. 

Under the new rules, migrants who cannot prove they have been in the US

continuously for more than two years can be immediately deported. 
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US brings in new fast-track deportation rule
Under the rule, officers will be able to immediately deport more migrants without
going to court.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-49079495

Microsoft invests $1 billion in OpenAI to pursue artificial intelligence that’s smarter

than we are 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/07/22/microsoft-invests-billion-openai-…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Trump’s ‘Homeland Security’ has gutted programs aimed at stopping WMD

terrorism - Los Angeles Times 

Trump administration has gutted programs aimed at detecting weapon…
The Department of Homeland Security has dismantled or ended multiple programs
intended to counter WMD attacks, a Times investigation found.

https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2019-07-17/times-investigation-homeland-securi…

Widespread blackout hits Venezuela, government blames 'electromagnetic attack 

Widespread blackout hits Venezuela, government blames...
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More than half of Venezuela's 23 states lost power on Monday, according to
Reuters witnesses and reports on social media, a blackout the government blamed
on an "electromagnetic attack."

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-power-idUSKCN1UH2GA

Watch as the Ridgecrest earthquake shatters desert floor in stunning before-and-after

images 

Watch the Ridgecrest earthquake shatter the desert floor in stunning b…
New satellite photos show powerful changes on Earth's surface from Ridgecrest
earthquakes.

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-07-22/ridgecrest-earthquake-images-bro…

🏵Epstein🏵 

 

Susan ☆ Whitney ☆ E Pluribus Unum ☆ HugeBlueW
@SMBWhitney

During George W. Bush term & Epstein case was being decided, 
Speaker Hastert called to resign  
In Sept. 2006 "Mark Foley, 52, a U.S.Rep (FL-R), resigned 
after he was confronted w sexually explicit e-messages he had 
sent teenage male pages in congress." wthr.com/article/pence-…

226 10:10 AM - Jul 13, 2019

193 people are talking about this

Pence expresses support for Speaker Hastert
WTHR.com is the news leader for Indianapolis and Central Indiana.
Get the best news, weather, sports and traffic information from
wthr.com

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Domenico Calia
@CaliaDomenico
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Stunning Milky Way timelapse photobombed by Aurora Borealis 
in Scotland  
Credit Maciej Winiarczyk

477 8:47 PM - Jul 22, 2019

166 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Russia Revealed
@NoelMGreene

My driveway right now.

174 9:03 PM - Jul 22, 2019

22 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Theresa Brennan 
@tbrennan666

@karolcummins twitter.com/thepuppiesclub…

The Puppies Club @thepuppiesclub
When your favorite song comes on
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See Theresa Brennan 's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Fuad Alakbarov   
@DrAlakbarov

To really feel the influence and true impact of the photograph, 
one should know the context behind it. Here, I have compiled a 
list of few, seemingly mundane and not-that-spectacular-visually 
photographs with remarkable, unforgettable, strange and sad 
backstories.
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See Fuad Alakbarov   's other Tweets

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Tomorrow will be a big day filled with fireworks, I am sure. 

 

Set the alarm clocks so you don’t miss a minute of the action.  

 

Sleep well! 

 

#TeamPatriot
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @raventerp100 @erica_severns
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 23,2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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